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Changes
For Beaver College and its community
change is something that can be easily re
lated to We are surrounded by changes
everywhere we look New buildings have
been1andarestillbeing builtaswellasad
ditions to existing buildings Not only has
the College changed but the students
have as well Throughout their years at
Beaver College students grow in knowl
edge and understanding of the world
around them This years theme deals with
all of the changes Beaver College and its
students have gone through over the years


Beaver College has changed for the better and so
have
Donna Mashintonio
There is no doubt in my mind that
Beaver College had made me
much more well rounded individual
This broad base of knowledge has
also instilled in me greater sense of
confidence about the future and
my personal career goals
Lisa Nelson
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Beaver has instilled in me the instinct to always aim for
excellence to never settle for the average to examine
how everything do can be improved Beaver has made
progress in becoming multicultural college meeting
the needs of the various ethnic and racial groups within
the student body
Tracy Latham
Throughout my four years at Beaver
College really got to know myself
better than ever thought could
And as result now have clearer
picture as to what want my future to
be including those special people
with whom to share it with
Melissa Koller
When came to Beaver as
freshman was very much free
spirit Now as senior still have
fun but take my work little
more seriously know the real
world is quickly approaching
and want to be ready for it
Tina Goldenberg
The international student population has expanded signifi
cantly in the four year have been here the male/female
ratio has become more even since began here the pres
ence of other minority groups has increased as well This
place looks very different in many ways from when began
both in the look of the campus itself and in the faces of the
people that are part of it
Sara Keener
Beaver College has continually grown and changed over the
years can stil remember when there was no Kuch Center
and the mail room was in the basement of Heinz Along with
all the physical changes on campus we has undergone intel
lectual and mental changes have learned so much from
classes but have also learned about life outside of school
work am confident that those who are graduating with me
are leaving here prepared to make difference And even
though Im leaving here with an empty pocket my heart is full
of manymemories and unforgetable friends
Kristen Gerner
EN
Seniors

a4ie 4ide4I
PSYCHOLOGY PRE-PHYSICAL THERAPY
CTIVITIES Orientation Leader OPEC 95 Psi Chi
my Mom-the meaning in my life and to my Dad-the inspiration there are no words
express my love and thanks for all you do You are the best parents anyone could
for Amy Tim through all the thick and thin Ill always love you Lynn friends
like precious stones the longer you hold them the more treasured they become
ure my diamond and diamonds are forever Thanks for being there always Rich-
are my sunshine and without you my whole world would be forever dark Ill
JNAL L2UOTE OR PHILOSOPHY Live life as an exclamation riot an explana
hate Paul Schafer
4ue
Anne-a-belle Kick-ass Goalie
BIOLOGY
ACTIVITIES Field Hockey Lacrosse DIFFERENCE OL
SPECIAL THANKS Thanks mom and dad for everything love you Karen and
Amy thanks for always being there Susan good luck in whatever you do ThonyIm Annie To my family in roam 104 thanks for everything All of my friends
thanks for great four years Keep in touch by ya all
SuLa
Site
POLITICAL SCIENCE/PRE-LAW
tAL THANKS would like to thank everyone that Ive ever met at Beaver
and has had an impact on my life Thanks Mom and Steph for supporting me
four long years would especially like to thank my brothers and sister for
up with me and would like to thank Gretchen for helping me type this
for being great cousin Tina for being cool person to know Adam Schifter
ing cool Senior Scm partner and friend And Alicia and Steph for being two
and nice people To everyone else know at Beaver-and all my friends backTHANKS
Tlie4eaa 4oe4daiG
BIOLOGY
ACTIVITIES RA 2nd West Dilworth Biology tutor
SPB
God has really made all of this possible
for me cant thank my parents enough for
giving me the strength
desire and courage to go after my dreams love you
both and
without your support
and constant encouragement graduation day
would not he
possible Daniel- you are
not only my brother but you are my best friend always
have
been always will be George- not only have
made it weve made it love you and
look forward to out future together as
one Gram- love you and youwill always
be in my heart Rerni and Tara thank you
for being my true friends We have
friendship that we can not
let die Julie thank you for being your magical
and
wonderful self love you and the
bond we share Whatever happens we
will always
be connected Thanks to everyone else
that have not mentioned here who has helped
me to reach my goal
Maia
Peie4 Lc4i
Forrest Skeeter
BIOLOGY/PREPHYSK THERAPY
ACTIVITIES Resident Assistant Head lifeguard
Residence Hall Council
Co-chair of the 1996 Annual fund
would like to thank Amanda and Lynn
for being there and making me laugh throughout
th
years
Thanks to you am no longer afraid
to cut up dead rats Thanks
to all my football p1ayerS
harrassers cheerleaders and Lieutenant
Dan There was never dull moment with you guyS
Thanks to my best friend Linda for all of
the confidence and inspiration you have given me
YOU
will always he my favorite piece of chocolate
But most of all would like to thank Brian MaU
and especially my parents Without all of your guidance
sacrifices and support
wouL
able to come this far Ill never be
able to show my appreciation for all that you
have done tor i1e
love all of you
PERSONAL QUOTD Life is like game of chess make wrong
moves and you get humped
off
play it right
and maybe you can jump the Queen
aic Lei
Reecca 4u
ENGLISH
To my familyThank you all for your love and support To Tinayou will always
be my Roomie My love and thanks to you for being genuine friend for the past
four years To Janewords cannot describe how lucky feel to have found such an
incredibly loving supportive generous understanding comforting hilarious hys
terical and wacky friend never could have gotten through these last two years
without you Insanity is much more fun when you experience it with your best friend
wouldnt you agree To Daveyou are my greatest gift love you
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY This morning took out comma and this
afternoon put it back again Oscar Wilde
Saidta üeh
BIOLOGY
AIBS member and treasurer worked in the Print Shop
Monmouth County Antique Motoring Club
tnank my mom dad and sister Lisa for all the love and support they
over the years My grandparents for their ongoing encouragement
Tie that will suceed My firends especially Carrie Olga Beth Danie
their wonderful friendship and companionship Bruce Keller for his
willingness to always listen and always help me through tough time
for pushing me to do my best and achieve more than ever thought
Force for three fun filled years of work in the print shop The Federal
approving my Stafford Loan as well as Beaver College itself for their
nce All of these individuals have contributed in their own unique
college experience memorable one will always be grateful for
couragement guidance and friendship
e4a 1G4I4OW
J24ad1e
aac/iel d1e4

Au4 Ccm4
Kris
ACCOUNTING/FRENCH
Mom and Dad thank you for your support guidance strength
and love Throughout college when doubted
who was and what was to become never doubted your love and it gave me strength
You are both constant
encouragement and Im proud of you always
love you Bro what can say but that
love you We may be
total opposites hut your loyalty
and love were never questionable Runt
Grandma and Papa you re love and
faith in me has continued to give me courage thank you for always believing
in me love you There are lot
of people here at Beaver nba have
made college fun and memorable Sara Alicia Danir Tricia Cm Whitney
Fran Each of you are special and youve helped
me to gmw hach of you knows how special you are to me and
hoss much appreciate your friendships Sara sveve been through
lot and Ive seen Gads hand in both our
personal and spiritual gross
th Thank you for all at the mrnsories Youll always
be in my heart and prayers
Roomie Most especially thank you God You truly are aivrsomr
all of the time love you
PERSDNAL QIJDTE DR PHILDSOPHY Ask and it will be given
to you seek
and you is ill find it
knock and the
door ivill he opened to you For everyone
who asks receives he who seeks finds and to bins wha knocks
the door
will he opened -Matthess 77-S
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Exceptional thanks to my Mother and Father for their support and encouragement
You made it possible for me to complete my education in good order
The love that
you have shown throughout even the darkest periods
is like lighthouse guiding
ship in stormy night
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY As go forth never cower or waiver from
the challenge resolute in my doggedness to achieve high set goals ever higher
climb
shedding light along the way where find darkness so go
CLEARED AS
FILED With smile if not on my face surely in my heart
Adam Choaed
ELEMENTARY AND SPECIAL EDUCATION/ MUSIC
ACTIVITIES Independent Study of Music Intramural Sports
Hillel
would like to thank my family and friends for their support throughout my
ttme at
Beaver College
Personal Quote ro Philosophy Congratulations to
the class of 1996 The future is now
We must go forth from the Castle to make our world better
Mic4ael Ceqiowahi
Micliele Cahe
4licia 4ut CGIie4I
Roo Leesh
EARLY CHILDHOOD AND ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Mom and Dad thank von so much for of the sacrifices you ma Vt made for me over the years and sour love
support and prayers love you and pray that God will bless you over and over again for all yost have done for
me Ann weve been through lot together Id he lost without you and am thankful that you are my sister Jins
know we dont get to talk very often hut Im glad that youre my brother Sara cant believe that four years
are over al ready There have been lot of ups and downs in our relationship hmit through it all God has been
consistent and kept us together love von Kristv Ill always remember that short hair you had freshman year
our movies crackers and peanut butter and Days lose you Danie know that we just got to know each oIlier
this year hut it scents like forever Lose Vat l..what cani say You all meals so much to ftc love you guys
ILW HE von guys have helped me gross in my walk svitl Christ and have been great eta mphs for me love von
all Jesns its been long four years thank you for giving me the strength to get through them
eiih
ENGLISH
foremost praises to the Lord for all that He has given me and all that He
away Thanks to Mom and Gene you mean the world to me love you with
art Love and Thanks to Mommom Pop and Dad for telling me that could
ng wanted Love and Thanks to my Crew for support and laughter Arent
ring the same things in different words To family friends and Fellowship
God Bless
AL QUOTE OF PHILOSOPHY Do not ask that the mirrors be taken down
if you like what you have made of your mind.-Hugh Prather
Peqq Sue Cuinnua
Maggie Mags
PSYCHOLOGY/FRENCH
ACTIVITIES WBVR DJ Residence Hall Council Rep SPB Tower Staff
would like to thank my parents Peg and Jim Stabler you will never know how much
all of you love and support has helped me over
the years would have never made
it through school without you would like to thank Joseph Schwartz Cummins and
the rest of the family for all
of your caring and support To all
of my friends
JennFurs Regina Lady Di Jamie Patti and Beth thanks for putting up with
me for all these years Thanks for always making me laugh Thanks to everyone
who have made my school years special and memorable at home as well as in school
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY An Irishman is never drunk as long as he can
hold onto one blade of grass and not fall off the face of
the earth
Keit6 bcz4ww
BUSINESS ADMINISTARTION
ACTIVITIES The Log 95-96
Special thanks to all my friends in Public Safety
Personal quote or philosophy In the long run were all dead-Dr Wayne Morra
93-
94 school year
J1e14 eQioo4jafte
HM.R Speedy
CHEMISTRY PRE-PT
ACTIVITIES Intervarsity Christian Fellowship American Chemical
Society Tutoring
Special thanks to Cor for giving me strenght to endure through
the ups and downs
To my loyal friends and family who supported me through the mania of the
last two
and half years To JB for undying friendship To
the faculty who helped me
transcend mediocrity. especially Dr Mikulski- it wouldnt have been possiblei
without your help And last but certainly not least to the
Rutherfords- the mcmo1i
will live on forever
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY ..my short list for happiness is Believe in
Cod Live in the present Believe in yourself Care about others
/ieii4e %4aaI
BIOLOGY/PHYSICS
VITIES WBVR Staff Day Student Club
Uld like to thank my parents who supported and paid for my college education
joe who has been there for me throughout my four years love you
/eu4e4 41AcaII
Jenn Spunki1 Brunette
ENGLISH/POLITICAL SCIENCE
ACTIVITIES The Tower 92-96 94-96 Features Editor 95-96 Features/
Entertainment Editor WBVR 92-96 Study abroad in Glasgow Scotland-
Spring of 95
Thanks goes out to the fan for everything Mrm your love support and yourbelief in nie has helped me more
than youll ever know Dad all of your non-financial support was most appreciated also Jess the best sister in
the world love you kiddo Special thanks goes out to my dear roommate for the past three years-Michelle
Words cannot express how much the past three years has meant to me not only gained roommate but also
best friend len -Ill miss ny drinking partner couldnt have turned 21 without you Peg Gina Jamie
Joe.PatJen Flen-thankvou forstickinghyme Mycollegeexperiencewouldnthaveheen completewithout you
love you guys TI hasheen long strange trip hull dont think that would have traded it forthe world have
grown in ways Id never dreamed of and will carry these memories with me wherever go
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY women needs man like fish needs bicycle.- U2
Ia/ eaIo
Wazva Fresh
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Basketball Golf X-Country Drinking Beer
to thank Tom Henehan Nick Vattiato Tim Windfelder Andy Perella Bill
and Chico wherever he is for being true friends To the basketball team for
our adventures together so memorable special thanks to Pete Rotondo for
great friend and making me go to class on those days just didnt want to get
.d
finally to the two most important people in my life My mom for working
to pay my bills and my dad for slipping me $20 when the tolls were only
Couldnt have done it without your help Youve given me the best four years
love you both
QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY Got Bugs
Candee 47a44e11
Candace
ART HISTORY/STUDIO ART HISTORY
ACTIVITIES SGO BASE SAA
My most sincere thanks to my family Mommy Aunt Kak and Nana without all of
you this would never
be possible Im not only thanking you for helping me with
school Im thanking you for being by my side and in my corner at all times To all
of my seven roommates the castle years were great thank you
For my freshman
friends youve taught senior thing or two Ben my first Beaver friend heres to
future adventures Michael everyday with you is new and
wonderful experience
and cant wait for the next love you all
PERSONAL QUOTE OF PHILOSOPHY SMILE SMILE SMILE
Mcvue 4eeIa4d
Aunt Ree
EARLY CHILDHOOD/ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ACTIVITIES Peer Mentoring Program Kappa Delta Pi NAEYC Big
Sister Sunday School Superintendent Board Member- Germantown
Congress of Christian Education BAS
thank God for giving me the opportunity to continue my education at this stage
of
my life very special thank you to my husband William and my daughter
Cheron
for their love support patience and encouragement during my college years
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY Knowledge is the root of life and eduCa
tion waters that root
4eena
ce/4/ tc4Iednai
Felicia
PSYCHOLOGY
ACTIVITIES Intership at Middle Earth Inc Study Abroad Program at
the Autonomous University of Guadalajara Mexico
Special thanks to my parents who have always supported me throughout my
adventures
Personal quote or philosophy The real lessons are in lifes experiences
Kellie QaIIa9he4
EARLY CHILDHOOD/ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Kappa Delta Pi
anks to my family and friends for their support and patience
AL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY Veni Vidi Vici
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
BIOLOGY
ACTIVITIES Student Government Senator and Chancellor Orientation
Leader Biology Club WBVR1 Field Hockey1 Lacrosse1
would like to thank everyone that has influenced my life especially all my roommates Dana Patty
Shao Vicki
Danna Wendy and Colleen Ill never forget my favorite
freshman Debby My chinese and movie buddies
Kristy and gara cant forget Pammy Michelle Lori Kim Lynn Kane and Colleeo ISpazi
can never forget
all the buys Andy Wawa Bill Peter Pan Schifter Little Nick
Tim and Pete But there is no forgetting Bog
and Beth Friends Forever would especially like to thank
the people svho made it possible for me to
he here
my family Mom youve always been such an inspiration to me Dad you can always bring
back my smile-no
matter what happens Eric and Jason the best brothers anyone
could ask for love you all
PERSONAL QUOTF OR tfllLogopHy God gave us memories so we may
have roses in December
SIe1ihani4 Qe4
BIOLOGY/PRE-VETERINARY MEDICINE
ACTIVITIES Theatre Choir Hillel
Special thanks to all of my friends and family who have helped me get through
these
past few diffucult years
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY Lord grant my the serenity to accept
the
things cannot change The courage to change
the things can And the wisdom tO
hide the bodies of the people had to kill because they pissed me
off
.8041 /ean Qafla4a
Benny
ACTIVITIES Co-Coordinator of DIFFERENCE yrs Assistant
General Manager Treasurer D.J of WBVR yrs
Mom you were my guiding light through my darkest of times and my best frtend
through the best know that you will always be there
for me THANK YOU DAD
even though you arent with me physically you
will always be with me in my heart
LOVE YOU BOTH SO MUCH Thank you to all of my family and friends who
were my smiles through my busy weeks And special
thanks to Kisha itc Anne will
remember always The CS Crew my little jeanie-mobile1 BR my E-mail buddies
and all of the rest that cant seem to remember at the moment
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY Peace Love fc Happiness
Ass/en Qe4ne4
Gerner Fozz
_s
eIIe Michelle Qill
Special
thanks to my friends and family for making it possible to have my dreams
come true
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY In high school my quote was Go for
it Now can finally say went for it and it feels great
To Dad for encouraging me To Mom for listening to me To Creeze for understanding
me To Paul for being the love of my life and the best thing thats ever happened to
me Youve made more than your fair share of sacrifices to make my education
possible we earned this degree together Weve always talked about better life for
you and me now its time love you
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY Happiness isnt getting what you want it
is wanting what youve got -Garth Brooks
Rae/wi QoeILe
Cherry
PSYCHOLOGY/PRE-PHYSICAL THERAPY
TIWTIES Softball co-captain Field Hockey co-captain Psi Chi
Io all my true friends who have been there for me over the past few years you know
who you are To Keith for three years of wonderful memories Most of all to my
parents and family for all their support and love
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY Stay Gold -Johnny The Outsiders-
ELEMENTARY/EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
z44a4a QäIia
EARLY CHILDHOOD AND ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ACTIVITIES Member of Kappa Delta Pi
Ch4iIia QoIdei4e
Tina
GRAPHIC DESIGN
would like to thank my family for their love and support To the friends Ive mad
at Beaver- Ill miss you all but Ill never forget these past four years Mike youv
given me so much physically emotionally and mentally love you
SIac Qe1dtIei
AtØcole Q4a6ie4
Nikki
CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Thank you Mom Dad Jenn for always being there love you Ronnie Special thar
to Stacy Cyndi Amy and Sandi
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY Whos going to ever know the wor
before it goes- Jack Kerouac

4e4e c4e4o
CORP COMMUNICATIONS
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY Exploring Searching Wondering-
Sustained by the loves of my life
Another dream comes true-
My degree from Beaver College
SIepiiet 4e44e4a
SPECIAL THANKS Thank you mom for everything love you You too dad thanks
for everything John Jude Jamie John and Roger Thanks for the memories even
those things dont remember and the team meetings Thanks for the good times at
the apartment and at The Nut len more Thanks also to the Biology
department Yuk Yuk
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY firmly believe that any mans finest hour-
his greatest fulfillment to all he holds dear- is that moment when he has worked his
heart out in good cause and lies exhausted on the field of battle- victorious Vince
Lombardi
Ruthie
ACTIVITIES SPB years Cheerleading years Field Hockey years
Beaver College Children Center years
Thank you to Sara Keener for being the best roommate To Matt Leiser for being
th
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY It takes lot of different people
different walks of life to make our dreams come true
The village raises the child
ACTIVITIES Baseball
Steve
BIOLOGY
Tanun Jojjsia
BIOLOGY/PRE-PHYSICAL THERAPY
ACTIVITIES Resident Hall Council Orientation Leader Resident
Assistant SPB GIFT Mentor Senior Class Challenge
enough thanks cannot be expressed for all the love and support my parents have
ven me love you guys Thanks also to my grandparents for always being there
Thank OU Kevin for believing in me when couldnt believe in myself Its lot easier
____
to follow your
dreams when you have someone to share them with And most of all
thanks to the
Lord above who makes all things possible
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY Dont let weeds grow around your dreams
Kaie44 g4oLilec
PSYCHOBIOLOGY
ACTIVITIES Commuter Assistant Day Student Club president Student
Leadership Council
Thanks Mom
ShIe
HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
pecial thanks to great administrative staff special thank you to Dr Biggs Hal
tewart for your encouragement and support And also thank you Edyth Victor
Karen Squarrell for your excellent classes
Michele c4u4e4
9heda
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Bunny
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
ACTIVITIES Peer Mentor 1995-Present Member of the CE Advisory
Board President
SPECIAL THANKS To my husband Roger Jones for respecting my bizarre study
habits and for supporting all of my aspirations To my family and
friends for
reassuring me that lam not too old to go to college To Geri Swan Coordinaotr
of CE
for getting me involved with capital
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY found God in myself and loved hen
loved her fiercely
ó74edp4ic /i
Fred
GRAPHIC DESIGN
ACTIVITES Inter-Varsity Chrstian Fellowship FR SO JR SR Black
Awareness Society FSJ Student Govt Organization FS
would like to thank Jesus Christ Mom Dad who is in 1-leaven Steve
brothers and sisters of Inter-Varsity Fellowship Beaver College
Art
Abbas Dave Yi-Chiu Brian Melrose for their support and for keeping me
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY For am convinced that neither
life neither angels nor demons neither the present nor the future
nor any POW
neither height nor depth nor anything else in creation
will be able to separate us
fr
the love of God that is in Christ Jesus our Lord Romans 838-39 NIV
Kia /eieee ieiiia /aIuidw2
EARLY CHILDHOOD/ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ACTIVITIES Thenjiwe in Beavers Fall 1993 Theater Production of Born ii1
the R.S.A 1993-1994 Thomas Hall Council Treasurer 1994 Education
Club Treasurer 1994-1995 RHC Executive Council Treasurer
would like to thank my mother father sister Shanese and brother Christofer for
their love and support during these very very long years
Though know that it Was
extremely inconvient thanks for the chauffeur
sevices you too Rich while my ankj
healed
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY Do not wish to be anything but what you are
and to be that perfectly- -St Francis Desales
If you have no confidence in
self you are twice defeated in
the race of life
confidence you have won even
before you have started
Marcus Garvey
With
SPECIAL/ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Saic Keeie4
Keener Keener Weener Bean
ACTIVITIES Orientation Leader OPEC 95 Psi Chi Inter Varsity Field
Hockey Lacrosse RHC
Tothefacsllty and staff...ToIVCF..Tomy many special friends...to Nick Eric Chach and Andy my brothers at
heart.kP smil in to Gerner...me you
and Tags the memories will always be part of us to Rachel...through
laughter and tears
always remhow special you are to Ruthie my first roomie never forget the therapy of
laughter to Brenda...niy
farm sister let your light shine wherever He leads you to Belhie...always rejoice in
the precious gift
tlat all children are to Danie.. keep trusting and believing He will never give up on yoa to
Alicia.. you arc
treasure worth more than anything under the sun of the moon. to Kristy...alwavs hold
onto Him whcthcr
it feels like He is close or far awa to my Family...each of you has been with me whether you
have been near or
far...your prayertul support and love have never gone unnoticed or appreciated love you
all very much Pop Pop...you are inissed...t look forward to spending eternity with you Mast of all to my God
and Father Savior
and Lord Constant Companion and Best Friend. You have been with me in my darkest hour
and my brightest cf days May live all my days for You alone
iWa4eIe /id well
/eu 4e4 Killou
Killer
POLITICAL SCIENCE/PRE-LAW PSYCHOLOGY
IVTTIES Womans Basketball Orientation Leader
sse sprees Kazoo J.M thanks for good hop on the trampoline JR UJs The Elbow
ly set AD blizzard 93 trips down the parkway the keg the great rat switch but most of
thanks for always being there J.C sign expeditions GOP the contest your mom Im glad
ot over the grudge See ya at Grumpy Roostersbumble bee tuna AR tagger nagger IDs
ellys Donalds tequila night shorties all the battles death of roommate- no 40 for you
ogether we faced it all and still stood tall Est end always remember no matter where our paths
ty lead us wtll always be there for you Youve been the best to me S.H sure do you want
therbeer Thanks for allowing me to experience lives greatest gift true love Mom and dad
nks for all the funds Your continuous love and support will always be the foundation for all
dreams and JW the two greatest nephews in the world thanks for always making me
JINAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY There is only one way to be happy by means of the
to have none
MeIiia Ce4ide Kalle4
EARLY CHILDHOOD/ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ACTIVITIES Student Assistant at the Beaver College Admissions office
1994-95 Recording Secretary of Kappa Delta Pi- an international Honor
Society in Education 1995-96
would most especially like to thank my mother and father and my brothers David
Harlan and Brock for their kind words of praise encouragement and Support
helping me to reach all of my goals and fulfill all of my dreams An additional thank
goes out to all of my wonderful friends and family for being there each and every Ste
of the way love you all
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY Theres hero if you look inside yourh
you dont have to be afraid of what you are Theres an answer
if you reach into
soul and the sorrow that you know will melt away Then hero comes along
Mariah Carey
BIOLOGY/PRE-PHYSICAL THERAPY
ACTIVITIES Freshman class secretary Member AIBS
Thank you to my friends especially Sue Colette and Doe who have kept me laughing through
the years-you guys are the best Pete-it began with fighting
and you have put up with me ever
since keeping me guessing laughing and most importantly realizing
that nothing is ever that
important-Ill LU foreved To my brother and sisters who went through all my fustrations
challenges and triumphs with me-I will never forget all your patience-ILU
All See this smile
on my face you all put it there especially you Sharon And to my niece Stephanie thank you for
the constant reminder that life is only big game-I love you so very much And special thanks
to my parents who gave me not only this education but their constant love and support-there
is no one better than you two-I LOVE YOU BOTH
Ja4ho
KoenpeI
Koz
T4ac an
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
CTIVITIES Black Awareness Society Orientation Leader volunteer
orker for Hahnemann Hospital
first person would like to thank is my mother Mrs Shirley Ann Latham for her
ancial and moral support and suffering my trails and tribulations wiht me during
last four years give thanks to Ronald Coleman for his support and help for
ing close friend during the last four years And equal thanks goes to Beavers
ancial Aid Committee for making it possible for me to attend Beaver as resident
ident and for their thoughfulness during my times of special need with special
to Ms Lois Roemmele would also like to mention the help and encourage
ient from Ms Carolyn Ceneviva and the Graduate Studies Staff And thank my self
ir not givine un when times were hard in achieving one of my goals Bachelor of
Administration
/aneS iaue
Jim Chon gas
VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS/MUSIC
ACTIVITIES WBVR d.j.-4 years program director year The Tower
RHC representative for Heinz Hall
SPECIAL THANKS to my family and friends who have suported me through these
four years
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY Buy now pay later
L1 Mau Je4a4e
Lil El
CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS/BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
IES Resident Assistant Yearbook Peer Mentor D.O.C Host
tnanks to Mom and Dad-for your love and support throughout the past four
without you would not be where am today To Grandma Grandpa
ama-for always being there to stand behind me and support me To John
.cky- for going first to show me what NOT to do To Theresa-for being there to
me that extra mile and be the best roomate and friend could ask for To Hilary
ang there to always remind me to laugh To all the rest of my Beav friends-for
fun and good times we have shared will never forget any of you
NAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY It doesnt matter who has gone before or
vill be there after its knowing you have been there and that is worthwhile

Mâhe1e iWt2ie Maie4
Shell Shelley
HISTORY
IES Editor-in-Chief of The Tower WBVR Phi Alpha Theta
Phi Kappa Phi
ater all Can say is that which does not kill us only makes us stronger Mom Dad Chuck Nana and
thank you for all your support Mom especially thank you for not only being mother to me but
when needed one Jenn our friendship once spanned the distance of an ocean May it now span
nc time as we leave the Island of Misfit Toys forever Carp you walk on the bizarre side of life as
ye ever met before Dut you also possess talent and creativity like no one know Go out and turn the
de down kid Paul all the things ever told you told you from the heart No matter where go or
you will
have place in my heart mind and soul for all eternity and nothing will ever change that
turs out there thank you for the experiences that had with you both good and bad that opened
dy mind pushed nrc to my limits and beyond and most of all touched my heart Without
would have grown
SIeihaile Maldoiada
SCIENTIFIC ILLUSTRATION
ACTIVITIES RHC/Thomas Hall/V.Pres 92-93 Peer Education/Sec 92-95
SPECIAL THANKS to the Family of all their strong support love and confidence To the great
many wonderful friends that help me through some of the toughest times as well at the best times
with hope for more to come Thanks to Alicia my spanish sister your one of kind dont ever
change. Margie the best shopping converstation buddy. .Didi and Gret the funniest and MOST
down to earth people that made the mistake of getting to know me. To Tina whos made my
unbearable classes bearable One last thank you to Tina you have been great friend and an
inspiration Thanks for being there for me Thanks Ill miss you all Keep in touch
PERSONAL QUOTE See at church
-Murphs
Dont worry Its all good -me
Che4 Mauie
Lsc Mcvüit
/IF Lii
COMMUNICATIONS MAJOR WITH CONCENTRATION IN PRINT
ENGLISH
ACTIVITIES Varsity Soccer WBVR The Tower SPB Contents Under
Pressure The Log
To my friends mainly Shifty Tender Eddie Skilz Bug and Beth L.T T.J
Man Sid Michelle Da Family you know who you are All the Boyz on the soc
squad kick ass next season Coach Hertz Upbeat Productions Black Label BeerAE Productions and Buckets Bar and Grill Extra special thankx to my girlfrie
Heather for all her love and support and helping make Beaver the best experience
my life To my parents and grandparents for the motivation and because without
would have never been here in college and on the planet Thank you all from
bottom of my heart
ouw Madhi.cdoia
ELEMENTAEY EDUCATION/EARLY CHILDHOOD
ACTIVITIES Student Government Senator 95-96 Kappa Delta Pi 95-96
Education Club 93-96 Orientation Leader 94 Soccer 93 Choir 92-94
want to especially thank my family couldnt have done it without all of you Thank
you for your love and support it meant lot to me Special thanks to MK you were
always there for me and hope that you always will be Finally would like to thank
all of my friends that have met here at Beaver College You all hold special place
in my heart Please keep in touch
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY You just dont understand
4eIa Maao

beniae Mete/tell
SCIENTIFIC ILLUSTRATION
ACTIVITIES Gargoyle Literary Magazine Transfer Student Peer Mentor
would like to thank my family especially my mother for att their love support and
guidance during these last few years Without them none of this woutd have been
possible Thank you for giving me the courage to do what felt was right for me and
to make my own decisions Thanks also to alt my friends for many great times
together and for lots of laughs Ive met some truly great people here and hope to
carry these friendships on
to the next phase of my life
PERSONAL QUOTE OF PHILOSOPHY The great pleasure in life is doing what
people say you cannot do -Walter Bagehot
Mee/tael Ro4etI Men/ave
PSYCHOLOGY PRE-PT/ THEATER
ACTIVITIES Member Psi Chi
Special thanks to my Lord and Savior Jesus Christ To my Mom and Dad for putting
up with another years of education wondering if would ever finish
To Dr Heam
for making me realize the most important thing is the search and thirst for
truth and
knowledge and not the piece of paper set out for To Dr Bluestein for our discussion
and for making students feel that their ideas and opinions do mean something
To
everyone in Psychobio for all their help in science paper hell And especially to my
wife Phoebe who love dearly and who is the reason made it this far And finally
to our baby Marisa who has filled our lives with wonderment and joy
JVieele Mock
Soup
haieIIe4uiM04e
Dee
CHEMISTRY/PRE-MEDICINE
IvrrIES Cheerleading Squad-dance Captain Vice-President Biology Club Orientation Leader 1994
once I-tall Council- Vice President American Chemical Society Tour guide SHARP Volunteer at
birgton
Memorial Hospital Student Alumni Association Lacross Manager 1994 Conversation Partner
Spanish
Tutor Chemistry Tutor Senior Class gift drive team member Waler Aerobics instructor- originated
the class
ro my mom and dad never could have gotten through college in three years without
ill of your lover support and encouragement Julie Thanks for all of the late night
chats off campus adventures and for being great friend KB dont know what
wouldve done without you and your friendship To my friends thanks for making
roy years
at Beaver unforgettable Jenn Kim Melissa Kelly and Lori how did we
tnake it without ever killing one another you are the best Craig you are very special
to me and have helped me become better person and focus on what is important in
life thank you
ehIE Al Mwiaw
THEATER ARTS ENGLISH/COMMUNICATIONS
ACTIVITIES Senator on Student Government Treasurer of DIFFERENCE
My first Beaver experience was during orientation which was trudy exhilarating Unfortunately
after orientation was tossed into nightmare roommate situation which no freshman should
ever have to suffer from But with the help of Beaver students and faculty was able to survive
and even benefit from the experience instead of being destroyed by it Ass result of the Beavers
positive community atmosphere my outlook on the world and my place in it has changed will
he forever grateful to all those who have touched my heart during my time here
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY Certainly Afraid Now is the time to take up my cross
To stand in the light To fight the good fight Now is the time to he and belong To share and to
give To sing my song Now is the time to he what Ive dreamed of Now is the time...Now...But
IM NOT REAOY But am...NOT...am...READY...now...By Me
/_ Modc
LilJen
ART HISTORY/STUDIO ART
-uiVITIES Executive Board for Student Programming Board Executive
ard for Special Olympics member of Society of Castle Restoration
lotographer for The Tower member of Student Alumni Association
ECIAL THANKS to my parents for their support and providing me this opportunity all my teachers and
rofessors and
especially to the many friends made past and present-the memories will slay with me forever
rget those late nights with Ruperl-MMs really do melt in your hand Crowdsurfing.Walks of
elmen.Dirtvbov and tight jeans.SlowgirlLampdancing.l-tey Glowworm hows dad baby Heed-
Daddy Always Have alude wiener dudeAnd never ever forget
u-never rorger he Ship Guilty by association To all meetings with Missy JW JS
property and stolen goods To my fellow Art Historian million of thanks for helping roe through
ryyrar Never forgetBrandywine late nightcrammingbrokenbeds meetings with theOh MightyOne
of all thanks for the use of your trashcan To my special best friend my partner in crime Thanks for
there in times of need Dont forget sidewalk chalk Uncle Freddie Mr Bean and good talks
PSYCHOBIOLOGY
SM JVeàan
HEALTH ADMIN./BUSINESS ADMIN
SPECIAL THANKS Dr Anne Hewitt fnr her encouragement and patience Cern Swan and Sally
Hotchkiss for their eternal assistance and understanding My wonderful suppnrtive husband for
putting up with me in ow ronsitstent state of mind midway between crazed and numb My
talented daughter for griping with me about professors assignments and lark of parking And
lastly to my friend and fellow student Mary Ellen for always giving me reason to laugh
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY Look you have to enjoy your life its the eojoymeot of
getting there while youre getting there not necessarily being there Life is game Play it
Angels take themselves lightly and thats why they fly -Gilda Carle
Kathleen Rae JVewnam
Katie/Kate
ACTIVITIES Supervisor of Student Workers-Kuch Center
SPECIAL THANKS My Parents and Family for the never-ending support given to me
throughout my four years at Beaver Bob Mauro of the Fine Arts Oepartment for his
consistency to keep the graphic students happy The Kuch Center Staff for their
patience support and faith in me and finally...To my Friends at Beaver
especially outside of Beaver for their never-ending friendship love support help
and belief in me
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY Choose your path Follow your heart Stand
up for who you are and what you believe in
4n Al Mcpts
ACTIVITIES Womens Soccer Captain
To all my closest friends who will miss greatly and have shared the best of times
Jaimee take care of her and WAAHH Jill keep creepin Traci no talking during
TV Oingo 102.9 Karen well alright len family dinner Skilz pup you miss me
Nick be good Conti keep cuddling Coia mirror boy Tim keep your pants on
Brian no he doesnt John married young one Tom OK nasty Courtney- Ill
miss you lots of love luck and no you dont look. Ross and Rachel get it over with
Good lurk to all my gators mittens please score Many thanks and much love to Mom
Daddy Pat and Brian wouldnt have been able to do it without yall
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY Promise you wont forget me even when
Im hundred promise said Pooh
GRAPHIC DESIGN/BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY
Iatieiate 4nda
EARLY CHILDHOOD/ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
-TIVITTES International Club SSSC Vamp Club Pre Life timer of
Room Phantom of the Opera Producer Beaver Hills 19038
iper-Seniors Secret Society of the Batcave
iCIAL Il-IALNISS Mom and Dad and the rest of the gang Burger King 1993s
embers of 1st North Heinz Yuki and the Husband Clan Cast and Crew- 19038
win Heather Hauser.. And most of all.. JENN HUSBAND
ONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY Isnt it mind boggling how someone could
such necessary part of your life one day and you cant live without them and the
Ct day you dont even notice that they are gone -Threesome
41/ce PahItIt
PSYCHOLOGY
ACTIVITIES Intervarsity Fellowship Biology Club AIBS- treasurer
Senior Drive Kickoff- team member
Mom and Dad- Thank you from the bottom of my heart for giving me lots of love and
support Thanks to my brother and sisters for also supporting me Thanks to all my
friends on and off campus for making college life fun And last but not least Thank
you God for making this possible
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY Strive to do your best and thats all anyone
can ask for and you wont feel guilty for not giving it your all
/achne /9aLno4e
JaiPa/el
CHEMISTRY/PRE-DENTAL
ACTIVITIES D.I.F.F.E.R.E.N.C.E Society of Castle Restoration Am
Chemical Society Student Alumni Association
Thanks to all of my family who has supported me throughtout my college ye
Thanks to all of my friends Liz Is Jul Mary Perry Holly and Wendy who madp
years at Beaver so special
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY What lies behind us and what lies betorE
are small matters compared to what lies within us
Raph Waldo Emerson
Life is struggle to reach equilibrium one can not quite reach it
eIdic Pak
Trish
ENGLISH/POLITICAL SCIENCE
Thank you to all of my professors especially to
Dr Chauhan for his guidance to Dr Madeline Seltzer for encouraging my love of
literature to Mrs Abramson who made it all possible to my family for their
unconditional love support and patience and to Rob for always being there for
forever believing in me and for making me smile
aaIle4I Pawell
4zcbtew Pe4eIIa
Andy Hopper
BIOLOGY
ACTIVITIES Class President-3 years OPEC-assistant student coordinator
95-96 Orientation Leader 93-94 94-95 SPB-treasurer 93-94 member
years
RHC 92-93 Mens Tennis years
SPECIAL THANKS Doug Pete Chico M.I.A and all my friends its been wild trip
Jan Jeff and
the rest of Student Affairs-Thanks for the opportunities and guidance
2nd South Guys-yall are the best Most of all my parents-Thanks for everything
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY Smile because it can and most probably will
etworSe Yeah Ha Wooh
c1IeaIhe Pe
Elmer
CHEMISTRY
ACTIVITIES Vice President of American Chemical Society Co-President
of Society of Castle Restoration Resident Assistant
would like to thank the few fellow chemistry majors for many useful study sessions
Thanks Kiran Jacki and Holly you three are the greatest Good luck in the future
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHLIOSOPHY Sitting in place where you never sat before
can be inspiring
e4 Pohi

Taun feeie
Midte1Ie Ieaetde
MATHEMATICS/SECONDARY EDUCATION
ACTIVITIES Chorus Castleaires DS.C Kappa Delta Pi Honor Society
Sigma Zeta Honor Society
Thanks to my parents for all the care and support they gave me through these difficult
four years Thanks to my sister for being pushy sister Thanks Frankie for
keeping me on track when didnt think could do it Finally thanks to all my friends
for those entertaining mall trips and relaxing lunches they did world of good
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY Keep smiling people will wonder what
you are up to
eii1epwIds
Ang Ponce
PSYCHOLOGY
uld like to thank my grandparents if not for you would have never experienced
ge and the finer things in life would also like to thank my mom and dad for
me the person am today To Janice you mean more to me than you know
we met in sixth grade and have been friends ever since- who would have
AD sorry about the accident and thanks for being there when needed
ne to cry on To my Be-Fri you have been the best friend anyone could ever
Ill never forget all the interesting things weve been through in the last four
You taught me lot about how real friendship is supposed to be-thank you
Thank You To DA thank you for dancing into my life at just the right
Weve been through lot and youve stuck by me no matter what Thank you
naking the last few months unforgettable love you sweetie
TIES Softball 1-4 Captain 3-4
Shauio La14
ee41 aoSe4
Roser-Hoser and Big Susie
BIOLOGY/PRE-PHYSICAL THERAPY
ACTIVITIES American Institute of Biological Sciences AIBS
D.I.F.F.E.R.E.N.C.E Tutoring
want to thank my mom and dad for the ongoing support and encouragement that
they have given me over the past
four years without them would have not
made it
this far would also like to thank my friends for being there for me when needed
shoulder to cry on or just smile to let me know everything was going to be alright
love you and thank you
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY cant have to do work
Pefe RoIod
Chachi
PRINT COMMUNICATIONS/PSYCHOLOGY ENGLISH
ACTIVITIES Student Government 1-4 Cross Country 1-4 Track 1-4
Orientation 2-4 Buffalo 2-4
SPECIAL THANKS Mom Dad Jan Jeff The Family Richard Wertime
Deshpande Magnum and all of the Outsiders
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY Does the sun shine on the south side
tracks It shines on the north side too Stay Gold
Eaia aisdech
eIaeih Ie4
ACCOUNTING
ACTIVITIES Phi Theta KappaThe International Honor Society Beta of
PennaylvaniaAlumni of Phi Theta Kappa International Business Policy
Team
SPECIAL THANKS Professor Nancy Sheridan of Bucks County Community Col
lege for helping me to have the self-confidence to strive for more Also to my friend
Gary and my son Erick for standing by me always believing in me and especially
for putting up with me during exams
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY The most unfortunate thing that happens
to person who fears failure is that she limits herself by becoming afraid to try
anything new GIVE YOURSELF CHANCE
.Apu Maizie Sada
shorty sardines
BIOLOGY/PRE-PHYSICAL THERAPY
.TIVITIES Orientation Planning Executive Committee Orientation
Leader SPB- Dances and Treasurer Co-Chair of Senior Pledge Drive
Tour Ciiidi
my mom and dad- words cannot express the love and gratitude feel for you
ithout you this would not be possible Thanks for having faith in me love you
th Lori Chuck Lisa Richard Stephanie and Nan- know it hasnt been easy but
nks for sticking by me To my Kane- Whether it has been kind word shoulder
cry on or just smile you have always been there for me You have made
nendous impact on my life and thank you from the bottom of my heart Know
am there for you- always love you and H- Thanks for the smiles To my
1ndfather pop even though you are not here you will always hold special place
my heart Continue to watch over me miss you love you
ONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY Never give up on anybody Miracles
en
every day -H Jackson Brown Jr

Suruie SpaIIoie
/oauia SIodda4I
/e0u4e4 Ta.su4
K4IL Thonas
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VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS/THEATER
ACTIVITIES Soccer 91 94Assistant Coach 1995 Lacrosse 1993
95 Orientation Leader 1993 Resident Assistant 1994-95 Intervarsity
1992-1994 Peer tutor 1991-93 Tour Guide 1992-93 Recreation and ati
advisory committee-94
Special thanks to Elaine Sceiffenhoffer for believing in me Jan Walbert for suppc
me and Shirley Liddle for giving me chance Thanks BK Dakota and the
showing me the true meaning of friendship To Tigger for never arguing hack to
fam for the good times Bel bets steve and faithers Rose my freshman girls ba
Laur Mike Bennie for the food Shekkar for the headaches David for the fu
business office for the patience Art Goon for soccer Abington for taking some
out and putting others where they didnt belong the 95 soccer team Kathy for
PAC Champs Marehear and my little sister Amy
K4i4 Thomas
Wemu4e ToI
HEALTH ADMINSTRATION
First Id like thank God seeing me thru these past 1/2 long years also
thank my most bestest friends if there is such word in the world
my sister Michelle Bub who stood by me throughout all of the goo
times of my life will always love you for that Morn Dad thank
me life steering me in the right direction cant forget my Non-Gratz tn
Trina Gail Monica who had lot of fun times with And to younger bro
Quincy-thru all our good bad times we shared hope my accomplishments
inspiration you to keep striving for the future Always remember
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY Success is getting what you want
happiness is wanting what you get -Ibo proverb

/aie Wee
ENGLISH
Mom and Dad cant thank you enough for all youve done for me for the last twe
something years You both know think youre the best but it doesnt hurt to tell
one more time love you Oh yeah thanks for putting me through college RE
to say that couldnt have done this without you is an understatement
things youre my editor therapist fashion consultant co-worker classmate ar
sister But above all you are absolutely undeniably and irrefutably the best
Ive ever had love you man
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY What does not destroy me ma
strong -Friedrich Nietzsche
ea41 Wiede.diaeje4
Ka4et WoodehicA
Woody
BIOLOGY
ACTIVITIES Orientation leader Student Government Secretary and Sena
can Institute of Biologial Sciences Secretary and Member and Beaver Coll
Ensemble Secretary and Member
would like to express my sincere thanks to both my Mom Dad and ra
for their support and encouragement to never settle for anything second best
also like to thank my brother Kenneth for always stimulating my inner
through his sarcastic jokes Never can forget my David for his moral
friendship and love throughout my Beaver years
PERSONAL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY Beaver College is what you make
only get out of it what you put in
/eju ScoI Wo4iai
Ben
FINE ARTS
ACTIVITIES WBVR Special Olympics Volleyball Art Club when art
was still considered part of Beaver College ALLY Program drums
Crew Productions
Special thanks to Mom and Dad for all of the support and encouragement Thank you
10 those who are sources for my anger- love and hate you want to thank R.A.H
or everything Thanks to Clockwise Crew would like to pay special tribute to the
nemory of my Pop-Pop who will live in my heart forever
QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY
They ask why we dress this way
Live for now- dont understand today
See the kids- but dont hear what they say
Close your eyes and look the other way
CRUCIFIED- CRUCIFIED FOR YOUR SINS
-Roger Miret
PSYCHOLOGY AND ART WITH AN EMPHASIS IN ART THERAPY
ACTIVIITIES Resident Assistant years Class Treasurer years
Student Alumni Association co-pres years Peer Educators years
Psi Clii- National Honor Society of Psychology pres year
Thanks to the wonderful friends have made here at Beaver you will always have
place in my heart To my parents for the encouragement strength and love you have
given me through the years love you Mom we will always be close in our hearts
Sean will always cherish the love support and friendship we share to our future
Love You
4hia Jaido
POLITICAL SCIENCE/ART HISTORY
IVITIES Delegate at Model UN Princeton Spring 1995 Member of
Spanish Honor Society
IAL THANKS My family and friends back home wish could have more time
you Thanks to my roommate of these four years Stephanie for your enormous
nce and friendship And to all the great friends have at Beaver Tina Margie
di Gretchen...I 11 always remember when certain underage drinkers
ot arrested Thanks for the memories guys Keep in touch
AL QUOTE OR PHILOSOPHY See you at church -Murphs WHAT..
Shauia putQtit Jeiet

think that Beaver College and have attained different goals over
the last four years My goal was to become an artist and develop
an artistic mentality Unfortunately for me Beaver College has
strayed from the strong feeling of art since have arrived The
college has successfully funded more and more physical therapy
programs buildings and students and has lost touch with art in
society It is very hard to think and feel like an artist when you are
trapped in materialistic evironment
Ben Wolfgang
Beaver College has expanded
my horizons and opened the
doors to my success hope to
give back as much happiness
have been given through my
years at Beaver College to the
future generation
Lisa Anne Guglielmelli
Witnessing Beaver adapt to the growing
needs of its students has helped me to
see that change is not necessarily bad
thing
Letitia Paton
Beaver College has gotten richer and have become
poorer
Jim Lauer
have learned how to enjoy life and have
more fun and Beaver has done its best to
stop me have made many good friends
and had lots of great times that will not
soon forget
Doug Eaton
Ive learned that soup
is the staple of life at
Beaver
-Nicole Mock
Over the years Ive grown and learned not just academically but
also emotionaly came in scared freshman and leave
terrified senior The only difference is wondered if could make it
through everything back then now know no matter what lies
ahead Ill be ready
Candee Farrell
Clubs and Organizations
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Beaver Association of Special Education
to First Row Lynette Unavage
Donna DeFelice Jen Moszczynski
ond Row Tori Miller Michael Recinto
Becky Houghton Ben Wolfgang
Not Pictured Kristen Haskins Jenn
Williams
to Iryna Rodriguez Lynette
Unavage Maya Basu Tracy Reed
Heather Niedt Corry Baldachino
Castlea res
to First Row Dyani Hugo Joel
Robarge Second Row Kiran Patel
eather Perry Jenn Keys Not Pictured
Carrie Bocci Kyle Ferkeft Vicki Gowat
Sandra Jones Brian Mclntire Patricia
OBrien Pamela Rue Kristen Serina
Carrie Sheely
Castle Restoration
to First Row Gabriell Farley Ruth
Herron Christina Luskin Second Row
Gretchen Campbell Annemarie
Cianciulli Maria Spinelli Not Pictured
Jenn Fenstermaker Dannielle Meralli
Amy Quigg Joanna Stodart
to First Row Tracy Reed Presid
Colleen Crumlish Treasurer Aubrie Sr
Second Row Marisa Kitsock Iryna
Rodriguez Laura Nicholson Shellie
Legarsky Third Row Heather Gooamc
Melanie Cantos Paul Woodruff Linda
Groove Secretary Fourth Row Ken
McConnell
to First Row Lori Roser Barbara
Advisor Second Row Kim Capone
Anne Applegate Lori Gazzara
Cheerleading
Chorus
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Log
to First Row Toni Burdick Donna
Gelman Ellyn LeFante Hillary Arnold j0
Greskewicz Eric Martin Second Row
Lana Gombar Leigh Daly Mandy Kuj
Business Editor Alisa Aguado Heather
Kassebohm Keith Darrow Third Row
Diana AIeo Patty Brennan Dana
Schoup Shan Rothenberger Franco
Heslin Janel Boyce Katie Della Penta
Art Editor Adriane Wasser Editor
Orientation Leaders
Not in order crystal Smith Lauren Spearman
carrie Allgeier Mike Schafer Rosemary Moran
Steve Toth cyndi Butz Jesse Smith chris Cola
Golnar Assad Abby Featherstone Nate Orfe Ruty
Herron Kathi Babin Vicki Gowat Matt Leiser
Tweedle Archie Christian Franca Heslin Shan
Rothenberger Dan Longo Diane Bancroft Becky
Martin Danielle Hall Danielle Morelli Kevin Barneft
Debby Osborne Ten Crawford Tracy Reed Amy
Keagy Amy Schraff Jac Cottrell Kim Schneider
Kristen Gerner Kick Vattiato Whitney Rahm Shelty
Chvotzkin Heather Niedt Joe Donly Holly Salloga
Colleen Crumlish Joana Stoddart OPEC Kane
Andenlonis Carrie Coleman Danielle Eirich Alyssa
Howard Sara Keener Chauncette Morrow Andy
Perella Pete Rotondo Lynn Sardo
PeerEducators
to First Row Christin Callope Sue
Smith Second Row Sherrie Cook
Roberta Campbell Pamela Rue
Shannon Zellner Third Row Mathew
Leiser Heather Balm Donn Lonnquist
Resident Assistants Kistler/Castle/Thomas
Lto First Row Amanda Jewell Peter
rnes Second Row Emily Ryan Becky
Houghton Jennifer Lomupo Ellyn
LeFante Donn Lonnquist Third Row
Shannon Zellner Tara Morgans Jason
Lloyd Karen Adams Michelle Muller
Resident Assistants Heinz/Dilworth
to First Row Tara Wilson ALA
3resa Aversano Carrie Coleman Anna
Gregor Second Row Julie Homer
my Hoffman Remi Ojumu Third Row
Heather Perry Art Killian Dipesh
iauhan Brian Eckenrode Andy Perella
Resident Hall Council
to First Row Don Mays Jessica
Andris Christine Callope Debby
Osborne Shan Rothenberger Alyssa
Howard Steve Dilworth Second Row
Unavage Heather Niedt Renee
Katie Yeingst Jill Buzzanca Kim
er Kathy Yannul Third Row Mandy
Kutz Alisa Aguado Hill Karen
hana Block Laura Kensil Diana
3lade Kyle Ferkett Lori Rosensweig
drth Row Tom McCarty Denise Getz
hanie Weikel Jamie Valania Kristen
Sock Edie Kerrigan
Student AlumniAssociation
L-R First Row Heather Boblitt Carrie
Allieger Second RowCorie Whitman
Renee Curcio Lynette Unavage BIn
Baxter--- Joel Robarge Ed Frey Third
Row Shannon Zellner Heather Niedt
Danielle Morellie Nikki Martin Joana
Stoddart Carri Bocci Forth Row Tara
Morgans Brian Fink TJ Twedle--- Jesse
Mcintosh Mike Recinto
---
Sharon
Hanawault
Students Against Drunk Driving
First Row Rachel Glaser
Treasurer Valerie Turner President
Maura Gleeson Vice-President
Gombar Secretary
Second Row Jen Mayersky Roberta
Campbell Jessica Kemp Rachel KriE
Grove Christina HeathE
Niedt Unavage Third Row
Nicole Royer Tern Valecz Stacey
Darcie Phipott Jamie Osea Suzann
Strockbine Tracy Reed Iryna Rodrigi
Fourth Row Jenn Poksay Heather
Goodman Jenn Keys Nash
Gretchen Campbell Kim Kiker Jenn
Williams Collen Crumlish John Cryan
Rosensweig
First Row Dana Gangreco
Hughes Valerie Turner Second Row
Driscall Paul Woodruff Michelle Mai
Maura Gleeson
The Tower
Student Program
fLto
First Row Angela Crouch Maisha
Brown Debby Osborne Cindy Butz
Adam Schifter Second Row Won Sung
Toni Burdick Gretchen Campbell----
Jesse
Smith lryna Rodriguez Eric Martin
Third Row Steve Moyer Corry
Idachino Jen Mayersky Nicky Martin
Carrie Chilson Pam --- Jen Masferer
Fourth Row Brian Hiller Ed Frey Kyle
Ferkett Jesse Mcintosh Eric Mongrain
Eric Phillips---------
Board General Members-
Student Program Board Board Members
Lto First Row Beth Long Tracy Reed
Second Row Cindy Wilson Jen
Moschinsky Pam Rue Third Row
ian Renninger Becky Martin Golnar
Assad Patti Brennan Fourth Row
ither Kassebohm Ruth Herron Chris
Coia Brian Conti Dana Gelman Dana
Schoup
WBVR- Executive Board
Lto First Row Kelly Ann Coughhn Lori
Second Row Jenn Carpenter
Frank Choi Donn Lonnquist Adriane
asser Not Pictured Jim Lauer Cynthia
hy Walt Cadmus Tammy Howell

Club and Orginazations
not pictured
Alcohol Awareness
BusinessClub
Day Student Club
Equestrian
French Club
Gargoyle
Hillel
Kappa Delta Pu
Literacy Corp
Masque
Math and Computer Club
PhysicalTherapy Club
Pride
PsiChi
Science Fiction and Fantasy Agency
Spanish Club

0/A
O-2-1
1-2-1
2-2-1
3-3-1
5-3-1
6-5-I
7-5-1
8-6-1
9-6-1
Mens Soccer
Date Opponent H/A W/L Score PAC
9/6 Rutgers-Newark 3-0 0-0 0-1
9/9 ST Millersville 2-1 0-0 0-2
9/10 S.T Vassar T-OT 1-1 0-0
9/14 Allentown 2-0 1-0
9/17 Elmira CX
9/19 Widener W-OT 3-2 1-0
9/21 Delaware Valley 2-1 1-0 3-2-1
9/23 Misericordia 3-1 1-1
9/28 Alvernia 3-0 2-1 4-3-1
9/30 FDU- Madison 4-1 2-1
10/3 Cabnni 2-1 2-2 5-4-1
10/7 Wesley 3-1 2-2 5-5-1
10/12 Eastern W-OT 3-2 3-2
10/14 Gwynedd Mercy 8-0 4-2
10/17 Kings 3-2 4-2 7-6-1
10/19 Rutgers- Camden 4-3 4-2
10/24 Albright 5-0 4-2
10/26 Susquehanna T-OT -1 4-2 9-6-2
iO/28 Lebanon Valley 4-3 4-2 9-7-2
11/1 PAC Champ TBA
Womens Soccer
Date Opponent H/A W/L Score FAG 0/A
9/7 Lycoming 1-0 0-0 1-0
9/9 Muhlenberg at FSU T-OT 0-0 0-0 1-0-1
9/10 Frostburg won tourn 2-0 0-0 2-0-1
9/16 Sisters Swarthmore T-OT 1-1 0-0 2-0-2
9/17 Sisters Haverford 1-0 0-0 2-1-2
9/20 Cabrini resched 10/2 5-3 2-0 4-2-2
9/28 Centenary 2-0 0-0 2-2-2
9/30 Misericordia 2-1 1-0 3-2-2
10/4 Bryn Mawr 4-0 2-0 5-2-2
10/7 Delaware Valley T-OT 1-1 2-0 5-2-3
10/12 Eastern 3-1 3-0 6-2-3
10/14 Wilkes resched 10/25 3-1 3-0 7-4-3
10/17 Wesley 2-1 3-0 6-3-3
10/21 West Chci
çmT --- --- ---
10/22 Kings L-OT 3-2 3-0 6-4-3
10/28 Albright reschedl0/31 1-0 3-0 8-4-3
11/2 PAC vs Cabrini 3-2 3-0 8-4-3
AaIOOHPIŒH
I-zUd19Z101
------
-ii-duxqjDYdIZ/oI
o-z-IUUhOT
Al-iOLU4JMStI/O
I-L11/01
I-z10ML/O1
1-EUOUSOJ/Ot
1-P100SNOE/6
IiIIWI3flUS4SZ/6
0-I-T9/6
O-z.IU3pMEZ/6
0-ItU1S1Z16
t-E10-1IU1AW61/6
0-IpooMAIJAJ91/6
0-1AllA1MRIQ
-SIcoI1ATppulcM91/6
0-IYPd6/6
O-zMiU.MJJ6/6
aJo3E1/AlV/Huauoddijajvq
010DJrJUJOdOpOfND
Ig0D1SjddyuuyND JdOM5
3OD5UOSifytZ
JodMSifIIEHu1Jt
Is.IUIIOODiqa
OssiJqdwnHuXqoj
UIMifdwNL1OJAI
IoqJI1_OsU3JiMPUOM
JouuIOsq2w91
1LHifUOSPMioJUTJf
PJ1HUOJJflqflj
urI1dqonoiDPuV
JuuI05UOjft
UMJ1JSfl3Uf
UIMOSUIJO3OJAJUOJJ
PEIJHOsc3oJ\11uuof
i1.IouzHUSfl5
iouuIifqthsopUDfl
Iu1ifIIMOd
UOIJWdJIJdAdWIJN
Date Opponent H/A
9/9 Delaware Valley 3-2
9/14 Neumann 3-0
9/16 Rosemont Tourn p1
9/19 Allentown 3-0
9/23 Maiywood 3-0
9/26 Rosemont 3-0
9/30 Misericordia 3-0
10/3 Cedar Crest 3-0
10/5 Alvemia 3-1
10/7 Chestnut Hill 3-0
10/10 Eastern 0-3
10/14 Cabiim Fall Classic p1
10/16 Phila Pharmacy 3-2
10/18 Immaculata 3-0
10/21 Delaware Valley cx
10/23 Gwynedd Mercy 3-0
10/26 PAC Immaculata TBA 3-1
VoIIeybaII and Mens Basketball
oPPONENT hA SCOREDATE
jl17/95
11/18/95
11/28/9
WIL
J3ickinson Montclaire St 95-89
Dickinson Dickinson 76-70Gd Mercy 94-62
12/2/95 Maiywood 83-57
12/4/95 Allentown 62-69
12/6/95 Neumann 57-72
12/13/95 Fairleigh-Dickinson 2ot 97-94
12/16/95 Haverford 71-70
113/96 FM Elizabethto 54-67
1/4/96 FM Eastern 65-57
1.113/96 College Miscricordia 201 83-89
1/17/96 Cabrim 74-92
1/20/96 Marywood 81-66
1/22/96 Gynedd Mercy 70-65
1/24/96 Eastern 76-68
1/27/96 Alvernia 69-84
1/30/96 Cabrini 52-80
2/1/96 Neumann 87-71
2/3/96 Allentown ot 88-92
2/5/96 Philadelphia Pharmacy 67-91
2/8/96 Western Maiyland 103-87
2/12/96 Alvernia 78-95
2/15/96 College Misencordia 61-58
2/17/96 Easlern 61-60
2/20/96 PAC Co11egecora 59-64
2/23/96 PAC
-1
W/L Score
Pr
10/28 PAC Eastern TBA 0-3

Swimming
Director ofAthletics.........1..1Shirley Liddle
Facility Manager.....1.1.1........Linda Detra
Head Athletic Trainer
Sports lnformation............1LisaBrackbill
Nickname Scarlet Knights
Colors Scarlet and Gray
Affiliation NCAA Division Ill
Conference Pennsylvania Athletic Conference
PENNSYLVANIA
AFHLETIC
CONFERENCE
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Semi-Formal
On November 18 the Residence Hall
Council hosted their annual semi-formal
The theme this year was Winter Magic
with hundreds of little white lights and snow
flakes hanging from the ceiling RHC did
fabulous job transforming the Castle into
magical winter wonderland This year Doug
Eaton and Angela Mattrazzo were named
King and Queen along with the court made
up of both males and females from every
class This years royal court included Kristen
Sock and Dave Bruno from the Class of
1999 Colleen Crumlish and JamelEsch from
the Class of 1998 and Megan Smith and
Dan Williams from the Class of 1997




Groundbreaking
Spring Fling Weekend began with
the groundbreaking ceremony for the
new residence hail and dining hail
expansion Faculty staff students
and the Board of Trustees gathered
during the sunny moring hours on the
site of the new residence hail to
offically kick things off After speech
from President Landman various pic
tures were taken to commemorate
the event
_
_

Graduation
This year graduation was held on Friday
May 17 1996 Friends and family gathered
with the graduates on the soccer field for
the ceremony few clouds threatened
overhead but the sun couldnt help but
shine through on this joyous day This years
guest speaker was Philadelphia Mayor Ed
Rendel After the ceremony the new gradu
ates joined their family and friends for re
freshments Good luck Beaver College Class
of 1996 we wish you nothing but success in
the future



SI II..I4
Ads
Congratulations
Youre the best
Love You
MomDad Marisa
and May
Dear Shannon
We are so proud of you
and allyou have
achieved The years have
gone by so fast and we
want you to know we will
always be here for you
We have given you roots-
now take the wings and
soar Your the best
Love Always
Mom and Dad
From the Van
Reed School to
Beaver College
Congratulations
Andrew
Love
Mom Dad and
Jim
Congratulations
ELLYN
Were proud of you
and
you did it in only four years
Sandra
We have always
had the highest hopes
and aspirations for you
And now with much
joy and satisfaction we
congratulate and
cheer your success
God bless you
All Our Love
Mom Dad Lisa
and the Grandfolks
Congratulations Patsy
We all knew you
could do it
you so much
We love
Love
Larry Ria and Sophie
Lori
We justwant you to know how much
we love you and how proud of you
weve always been We wish you
happiness and that all your dreams
will come true You deserve it
Love
Mom Dad Frank Stacey
David Angie and Elisa
Congratulations To Our Daughter
Melissa Cerise Koller
May all your dreams come true
your desires be fulfilled and your
goals all be accomplished in
you lifetime Whatever you wish
for yourself we wish you double
We are so very proud of you
and love you very much
Love Always
Mom Dad David
Harlan and Brock

Bunny
hard work but Congratulations
you did it Were proud Eileen
of your accomplish-
May your future be
happy and may all
your dreams come
true
We love you
Mom Dad Mike
Crisa Brian and
Tamira
EDeterm1d
Articulate
Vice
1lntelliqenr
1Entertainer
Cjfequard
ments and we con
gratulate applaud and
iove you
Your Husband Roger
Mom and Dad Your Sis
ters Debbie and Sandi
and Your Nieces
Khrystine and Maci
A/i The Thinqs
That Make
Danielle Worelli
Spec/al
eve
Mom Dad Grandmoms
Congratulations
Adam Lee Chosed
Beaver College B.S1 1996
We are proud of
your academic suc
cess and wish you
success in the Edu
cation profession
Love
Mom Dad and Lisa
Congratulations
Kathe Jaskel
All your hard work paid off
Success in the future
Love
Mom Dad Eileen Colleen Tom and Tricia
RIZZO$
famous Italian Restaurant Pizzeria
DINING AT ITS FINEST SINCE 19j
Open Days Week tar Lunch Dinner
Te Out Service Cad Beer
CALL 257-2909
21 Glenside Avenue Glenside
A4 When In the cIty be Sure to visit our
DoentoM1 Location at
Penn Center Concourse
568-6247
Amen MasterCard Visa
Dincover Diners Trassmneaa
All
Specializing in Authentic
And Replica Authentic
Sports Merchandise
Willow Grove Perk Mall
2500 Mooreland Road
Willow Grove PA 19090
Phone 215 659-7781
Fax 215 659-0905
Galleria at CryataJ Run
Galleria Drive B-203
Middletown NY 10940
Phone 914 692-8882
Fax 914 692-8832
Congratulations
Seniors
We wish you much success
and happiness
from
the faculty of the
Education Department
GOOD
LUCK
GRADS
From Public Safety
CONGRATULATIONS
AND
BEST WISHES
TO THE CLASS OF 96
FROM THE
DEANS AND
REGISTRAR OFFICES
Mike Berger
Marie Gallagher
Anita Washington
Hal Stewart
Vickie Katona
Liz Haff
Bill Elnick
Julie Remes
Matt Taddei
Warmest Congratulations
Best Wishes to
The Classof 1996
The
Alumni
proud to
Association is
welcome you
Beaver College
Congratulations
to the Class of 1996
from the Office of EnrolJment Management
Thank you for your support
Phone1
-800-776-BEAVER 2328
Itiiiicend Mediocrity
To some people average is good enough
BeaverCollege
We disagree
JOSTENS
